
Online school students need a strong Internet connection and a computer to get 

started with their online school courses. Once students are registered, they will be 

sent login information to get to their online courses. If the students only use 

smartphones, they might face compatibility issues that might disrupt the seamless 

flow of their online school courses. Thus, students should just use a computer, 

tablet, or laptop. 

 

BELOW ARE TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS FOR ONLINE SCHOOL 

STUDENTS AT AMERICAN LEADERSHIP ACADEMY (ALA): 
 

1. Computer or Laptop: 

a. Student must have regular easy access to a computer or a laptop.  
b. The PC should have a compatible Operating System (Windows 10 or 

higher), with proper RAM, Processor and Hard Disk. It should have a 

properly functional web browser as well. 

c. Laptops should have a built-in webcam, or there should be an external 

webcam for a PC. 

d. Students also need to use headsets with microphone. They need to plug 

these into the computer’s USB port, rather than its microphone jack. The 

sound quality should be fabulous. 

2. Internet Connection: 

a. Student should have a decent internet connection with at least 10Mbps 

or higher download/upload speeds. Select High-speed broadband access 

if available. These include LAN, Cable or DSL. This forms the bare 

necessity in this context. However, you must keep in mind that certain 

courses have more advanced system requirements. 

3. Printer: 
a. Many students learn better if they have a hard copy of the course material. 

If you are an online student and still love printed hardcopy, then you 

would need a printer. You can just get a simple one that does the job. 

4. Other Software or Apps: 
a. Some online school courses may have other software requirements, 

including but not limited to video or audio playing software or a specific 

software application. 

All Students and their parents agree to adhere to these Technology Requirements 

while attending ALA. 


